Sections
"...minimized circulation space, foundation work and masonry work while pushing for wood frame construction. Since the budget does not allow for generous space, the design explores surface..."
“between each gallery level there is a floor that is totally empty, a light plenum. This is where external light is collected and then spread into the gallery space below”
Frick Park Memorial
Joseph Koon

framed spaces drape into water.
occupants drive up the skyscraper without fumes... mix of retail, hotel, office and residential programs.
cahill center for astronomy and astrophysics
morphosis

"an occupiable telescope, a public stair space that links earth and sky even as it strives to link person to person"
“symbiosis of digital media and architectural space results in reciprocal elements bound in tension... Two sets of separate horizontal spaces are toggled such that each appears to be an extraordinarily thick mass from which the other is carved.”